
 
 

 

Economics of enterprise 

 

Content (Syllabus outline): 

 

 Use of supply and demand 

 Theory of production and organization of business 

 Theory and analysis of costs 

 Production, theory of costs and enterprise decisions making 

 Market structure and enterprise performance 

 Selling price formation on costs, market and other bases 

 Revenues, expenses and business results 

 Break-even point, break-even quantity, and degree of safety difference 

 Investment appraisals 

 Business strategies of enterprise 

 

 

Objectives and competences: 

Students will develop general competences: 

 

 Ability of logical thinking and ability to analyse economic phenomena at micro-economic level. 

 Ability of judgment and distinguishing between basic phenomena of economics of enterprise and 

economics of other organizations. 

 To gain knowledge to manage calculation approaches and gain knowledge in the area of 

economizing and efficient business performance of enterprise. 

 Ability of analytical investigation of economic phenomena. 

  Ability and knowledge of appropriate tools for analysing of enterprise performance. 

 Importance of accuracy and ability to propose suitable solutions in time limited circumstances. 

 Ability to evaluate and select advantages in enterprise performance. 

 Cooperation and ability to work in a group. 

  Autonomy in proposing of suitable solutions and business decision making. 

 Ability of a convincing argument of own statements. 

 

Students will develop subject-specific competences: 

 

 Gain knowledge in the area of economizing and efficient enterprise performance. 

 Ability to analyse and conduct business decision making in the area of combination of factor of 

production at the lowest costs to achieve a given output. 

 Ability to investigate different market structures and enterprise performance with respect to 

formation of supply, prices, total revenue and business result flow. 

 Gain knowledge and familiarities on production, costs and enterprise decision making in different 

market structures and time periods, about selling prices, on investments in fixed and working 

capital as well as on components business-result flow in enterprise. 



 
 

 

 Ability to evaluate advantages in enterprise operation and enterprise performance within different 

market structures and available time. 

 Ability of resolving specific questions of micro-economic analysis of production, costs and 

knowledge on business decision making of managers. 

 Studying basics of business process and economic questions of enterprises in connection with 

factor of production and formation of selling prices and tools for studying different costs, revenues 

and different business results. 

 Ability to find information for needs of the study course. 

 

To give students these basic knowledge and provide knowledge on business strategies of enterprise in 

evaluating of efficiency and performance of operation of enterprise. 

 

 

Intended learning outcomes: 

Knowledge and understanding: 

Student will: 

 Understand supply and demand mechanism. 

 Familiar to explain association between quantity and price on the market and selling price 

formation. 

 Familiar with geometric analysis of market equilibrium. 

 Familiar to calculate coefficient of price elasticity of supply and demand. 

 Understand theory of production in very short, short and long period. 

 Familiar with theory and methods for analysing of production. 

 Familiar with basics of economizing and organization of business processes. 

 Understand theory and different classifications and types of costs. 

 Familiar to analyse different types of costs. 

 Understand association between theory of production and theory of costs. 

 Familiar to analyse association between quantity of production and costs. 

 Familiar on the basis of analyses to propose suitable business decisions. 

 Familiar to present different types of market competition. 

 Familiar to analyse different types of market competition and market structure. 

 Familiar to analyse conduct of enterprise in different market structures. 

 Understand formation of selling prices. 

 Familiar to analyse formation of selling prices on market base. 

 Familiar to analyse formation of selling price on cost base. 

 Familiar to analyse formation of selling prices on other bases. 

 Understand business-result flow. 

 Familiar to analyse business-result flow. 

 Familiar to analyse sensitivity of business-result flow from different factors. 

 Understand break-even point. 

 Familiar to analyse break-even point. 

 Familiar to analyse break-even quantity and degree of safety difference. 

 Understand the role and importance of investment for the business operation 



 
 

 

 Understand business strategy of enterprise. 

 Familiar to analyse different indicators of economy. 

 Familiar to confidently explain the meaning of indicators. 

 Familiar to critically evaluate business strategy of enterprise. 


